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1. JSSPS vision statement on inclusion
At JSS Private School, we adopted a legislative frame work for inclusive education based on
UAE Federal law No.(29), 2006 & Law No.(2) 2014. The implementation and impact of the
standards included within Dubai Inclusive Education Policy Framework (2017) are monitored
and regulated by the Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA).
JSS PS recognizes that the vibrancy of our community is enhanced by diversity, which we
define as the range of human differences. We believe a culture of inclusion puts diversity into
action by creating an environment of involvement, respect and engagement – where a
multiplicity of beliefs, interests, experiences, and viewpoints are harnessed to accomplish our
goals. We work to achieve diversity and inclusion by:
➢ Delivering services in a culturally sensitive manner.
➢ Fostering an environment in which students and staff embrace and promote
inclusion and understanding of the value of diversity as demonstrated through
interactions with one another.
➢ Integrating diversity into strategies, decisions, and teaching-learning processes.
➢ Aligning diversity and inclusion efforts with strategic imperatives.
➢ Increasing effectiveness and accountability of efforts by developing measureable goals.

2. Defining inclusion @ JSSPS
We believe that inclusion is the careful and thoughtful marriage of educational excellence and
equity. Inclusion, like everything else in education, is a journey, not a destination. Inclusion
means an effort to make all students feel welcomed, lovingly supported and appropriately
challenged.

3. Aims
➢ To identify, assesses and manage children’s individual needs from foundation stage to
higher secondary phase in order to enhance attainment level.
➢ To plan an effective curriculum based on individual needs recommended through
individual education plan (IEP), Behaviour Intervention Plan (BIP), Individual Learning
Plan (ILP) and Advanced Learning Plan (ALP).
➢ To encourage active participation of children, teachers and parents during planning of
IEP goals and target criteria.
➢ To educate about procedures for identification, evaluation and management among
students of determination to all professionals who deal with children.
➢ To have partnership with external agencies and allied health professionals to support
students who need specialist intervention.
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4. Inclusion Support Team (IST)
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5. Inclusion Action Cycle

6. School Strategic Inclusive Education Improvement Plan (IEIP)
School governing body and leaders conduct action plan meetings to ensure the improvement
of Inclusion and Pastoral Care department by framing new action plan considering
recommendation followed by KHDA inspections. Following are the areas which school
governing body and leaders emphasize during annual IEIP meetings.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Recommendation by DSIB, KHDA and/or MOE
Review of Inclusion Policy
Training programs for regular teachers and Specialist Staff
Discuss resources to be developed for supporting SoD
Modification in Individual Education Plan and related documents
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7. Intervention for students of determination
7.1.Tier 1
➢ Quality first teaching practice is embedded across the whole school
➢ Teachers plan and differentiate learning to provide adequate challenge to all students to
ensure effective pupil progress. Appropriate methods and resources are selected and used
in lesson planning
➢ All students will attend mainstream classes. The pace of the lesson is adjusted for some
learners
➢ Students are benefited from support outside of class room through remedial teaching
➢ Teachers are encouraged to plan collaborative learning with both peers and staffs
➢ Teachers are following Individual Learning Plan (ILP) to reinforce the learning of
students
➢ Teachers are expected to repeat instructions to reinforce learning for some students with
an on-going assessment of understanding of concepts
7.2.Tier 2
➢ Teaching staff are required to use the IEP’s and communicate with parents, the Special
Educators and the student to gain a holistic learning for the student
➢ Students in TIER 2 have access to 1:1 or small group interventions to target the following
additional areas of need:
• General literacy
• General numeracy
• Reading
• Behaviour Management
• Spelling
• Writing
• Communication skills
7.3.Tier 3
❖ Some students may have timetabled access to the curriculum to support mainstream
lessons. In some cases, timetables will allow for reduced content to focus in other areas
This will be mentioned in their IEPs
❖ Some students may have access to the mainstream curriculum at all times; this can act
as a ‘safe haven’ to reduce any anxieties of mainstream education
❖ Students with significant literacy need may be allocated to 1:1 or small group
intervention with focus on developing basic learning skills targeting specific areas of
need and closing the gap with peers
❖ The use of Learning Support Assistants may be targeted to structure access to
mainstream lessons. They will do this in line with the student’s IEP
❖ Students in Tier 3 receive teachers assistant/ LSA during class time and unstructured
time for 1:1 or small group interventions to target the following additional areas of need:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Access to all elements of the curriculum
Transitional support between lessons
General literacy
General numeracy
Reading
Spelling
Writing
Personal care
Behaviour Management
Communication skills
Social interaction, independence and emotional well-being.
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8. Catering to gifted and talented
The definitions of gifted and talented students takes account of the ‘Differentiation Model of
Giftedness and Talent’ (DMGT) and align with international best practice.
➢ The term giftedness refers to ‘a student who is in possession of untrained and
spontaneously-expressed exceptional natural ability in one or more domain of human
ability.’ These domains will include intellectual, creative, social, physical abilities. In
the case of a gifted student, whilst exceptional potential will be present, they may
actually under achieve.
➢ The term talented refers to ‘a student who has been able to transform their ‘giftedness’
into exceptional performance’. Talented students will always demonstrate exceptional
levels of competence in the specific domains of human ability.

All gifted students have the potential to be highly able but not all highly-able students are truly
gifted. Common distinctions between the able and gifted child include:
➢
➢
➢
➢

An able student knows the answer; the gifted learner asks the questions
An able student works hard to achieve; the gifted learner knows without working hard.
An able student enjoys school; the gifted learner enjoys self-directed learning
An able student has a fine imagination; the gifted learner uses that imagination to
experiment with ideas.

It is essential in the education of students with special gifts and talents, that schools form
effective partnerships with parents so that students with special gifts and talents are understood,
valued and included in the school community, where they have the ability to make friendships
with students with similar interests and abilities.

Giftedness is not always visible and easy to identify. Its visibility can be affected by cultural and
linguistic background, gender, language and learning difficulties, socio-economic circumstance,
location and lack of engagement in a curriculum that is not matched to their abilities.
Identification could happen through a range of ways including:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Observations
Interviews with parents
Gifted and/or talented screening checklists
Student interest surveys, self-reports and student interviews
Standardised attainment tests
Standardised assessments of cognitive development and ability that can only be
administered by psychologists.
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9. Monitoring and review
Students’ progress is regularly monitored and reviewed involving appropriate agencies, staff,
students and parents. The IEPs are updated after parents’ consultation in response to subject
staff feedback. Interim and full reports with regards to attainment are published to parents in
accordance with the school’s assessment calendar. The school will contact parents when a need
is first identified and maintain regular contact. IEPs will always be updated and reviewed with
the student, and they will be given an opportunity to review their own progress each time the
IEP is updated.
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